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A Selected Bibliography of Taiwan Archreology: 1953-1962
Note: This list is an up-to-date supplement to 'Books and Articles Relating to
the Archreology of Taiwan', compiled by Sung Wen-hsiin, in the Bulletin of the
Department of Archamlogy and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, no. 1
(1953), pp. 39-42 ; no. 2 (1953), pp. 46-49; no. 4 (1954), pp. 57-60. Sung's list
covers practically every book and article relating to the subject from 1895 to March
1953, but the present supplement includes only important titles that have since
appeared, without attempting to be exhaustive.
General: Areal Syntneses
CHANG KWANG-CHIH
1956 A brief survey of the archleology of Formosa, Southwestern Journal of Anthropology,
:1:2, 371-386. Albuquerque.
CHEN CHI-LU
1958 A cultural configuration of the island of Formosa, Bulletin of the Ethnological Society
of China, 2, 1-14. Taipei.
KANo TADAO (SUNG WEN-HSUN, translator)
1955 An Outline Review of Taiwan Archaiology, Taipei, Provincial Commission for Historic
Research, 214 pp. (In Chinese; all titles in this bibliography are in English unless
otherwise indicated.)
General: Artifacts and Customs
CHANG KWANG-CHIH
1954 Prehistoric remains in Taiwan. I. A typological classification of stone knives and their
historical relationships; II. Perforation techniques, Taiwan feng-t'u, Supplement to
Kung-lun-pao, 161-162. Taipei. (In Chinese)
(KANEKO), ERIKA PURSE-STANEK
1953 Stone implements and their use in the agriculture of Taiwan, Wiener Volkkundliche
Milleilungen, 1(2), 22-31.
KOKUBU NAOICHI
1956 Note on the burial customs in prehistoric Formosa, Proceedings of the Fourth Far
Eastern Prehistory Congress, Part I, Second Fascicle, Section I, 308-318. Quezon City.
1959 Stone knives of prehistoric Formosa-On the Japanese 'isibo chyo', stone sickle, and
stone knife with a handle, The Japanese Journal of Ethnology, 23(4), 1-38. Tokyo. (In
Japanese)
SUNG WEN-HSUN
1957 The earthern pot-supporter unearthed from Taiwan, Bulletin of the. Department of
Archceology and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, 9{IO, 137-145. (In Chinese)
1958 The use of hollowed pebble, The Japanese Journal of Ethnology, 22(1{2), 120-122. (In
Japanese)
Field Work: General
KANASEKI TAKEO and KOKUKU NAOICHI
1953 On recent researches in the prehistoric archleology of Formosa, The Japanese Journal
of Ethnology, 18(I{2), 67-80. (In Japanese)
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SHIH CHANG-JU and SUNG WEN-HSON
1953 Short report on the archa:ological survey of Hung-mao-kang and ten other sites on the
coast of Taiwan, Bulletin of the Department of Archceology and Anthropology, National
Taiwan University, 2. 10-:-16. (In Chinese)
Field Work: North
CHANG KWANG-CHIH
1954 The contribution of Yuan-shan excavation to the prehistoric studies of Formosa, Ta-lu
tsa-chih, 9(2), 4-9. Taipei. (In Chinese)
1954 Prehistoric cultures in the Taipei Basin, Taiwanfeng-t'u, 174. 180. Taipei. (In Chinese)
1957 A human tooth unearthed from the Yuan-shan shell mound, Bulletin of the Department
of Archceology and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, 9/10. 146-148. (In
Chinese)
SHENG CHING-CHI
1960 Cultural Geography of the Taipei County, Vol. 4, The Prehistoric Period, Taipei, Com-
mission for Historic Research, 107 pp. (In Chinese)
1962 Report on the reconnaissance of prehistoric sites on the Northern Coastal Regions of
Taiwan, Taiwan Wen-hsien, 13(3), 1-93. Taipei. (In Chinese)
SHENG CHING-CHI, LIU PIN-HSIUNG, and Wu CHI-JUI
1961 Report of the Excavation of the T'u-ti-kung-shan Site in Ta-an-liao, Taipei County.
Taipei, Commission for Historic Research, 152 pp. (In Chinese)
SHIH CHANG-JU
1954 The discovery and excavations of the Yuan-shan shell mound, Ta-lu tsa-chih, 9(2),
28-34. (In Chinese)
SUNG WEN-HSON
1954 The subsistence of the Yuan-shan shell mound inhabitants, Taipei wen-wu, 2(1). (In
Chinese)
1954- Stone implements from Yuan-shan shell-mound collected before 1950, Bulletin of the
55 Department of Archceology and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, 4 (1954),
28-38 ; 5(1955),44-58; 6(1955),34-45. (In Chinese)
YANG CHON-SHIH
1961 A report on the excavation and survey of the two prehistoric sites at Shih-san-hang and
Ta-p'en-k'eng, Taipei, Bulletin of the Department of Archceology and Anthropology,
National Taiwan University, 17/18. 45-70. (In Chinese)
Field Work: Central
LIU CHIH-WAN
1956 A brief survey of the archa:ology of Nan-t'ou county, Nan-t'ou wen-hsien ts'ung-chi
(m~:5CI4HI~), 4. 7-89. (In Chinese).
1956 The prehistoric site on She-liao terrace on the southern bank of the Cho-shui river,
Nan-t'ou county, Nan-t'ou wen-hsien ts'ung-chi, 4, 91-108. (In Chinese)
1960 The prehistoric site at Ku-kuan, T'ai-chung County, The Scientific Annals of the
Museum of Taiwan, 3, pp. 7-22. Taipei. (In Chinese)
1960 Report of the investigations at the Chun-kung-liao site in Nan-t'ou county, Taiwan
Wen-hsien, n(3), 1-67. (In Chinese)
LIU PIN-HSIUNG
1954 A preliminary report on the excavation at the Tung-chiao site, Nan-t'ou wen-hsien
ts'ung-chi, I, 3-4. (In Chinese)
1955 Report on the excavation of the Niu-ma-t'ou site, Ch'ing-shui, T'ai-chung, Taiwan
wen-hsien, 6(4), 69-83. (In Chinese)
LIU PIN-HSIUNG and LIU CHIH-WAN
1957 Report on the archreological work at Jih-yiieh T'an, or Sun-Moon Lake, Nan-t'ou
wen-hsien ts'ung-chi, 5. 64 pp. (In Chinese)
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KANASEKI
1956
KANASEKI
1957
SHIH CHANG-JU
1953 Short report on the excavation of Ta-ma-lin site, Nan-t'ou, Bulletin of the Department
of ArchaJology and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, z, 13-15. (In Chinese)
1956 Prehistoric cultures in Nan-t'ou, Nan-t'ou wen-hsien ts'ung-chi, 4, 1-6. (In Chinese)
SHIH CHANG-JU and SUNG WEN-HSUN
1956 Minor excavations at T'ieh-chan-shan, Bulletin of the Department of ArchaJology and
Anthropology, National Taiwan University, 8, 35-50. (In Chinese)
SUNG WEN-HSON and CHANG KWANG-CHIH
1954 Digging of prehistoric sites by the banks of the Shu-wei river, T'ai-chung prefecture,
Bulletin of the Department of Archaology and Anthropology, National Taiwan University
3, pp. 26-38. (In Chinese)
Field Work: South
TAKEO
On the human skulls excavated from the prehistoric site K'en-ting-liao, Heng-ch'un
prefecture, Formosa, Proceedings of the Fourth Far Eastern Prehistory Congress, Part I,
Second Fascicle, Sec. 1, 303-308.
TAKEo and KOKUBU NAOICHI
Prehistoric sites on the Hsiao-liu-ch'iu island, The Journal of the Shimonoseki College
of Fisheries (Civic Science), 2, 35-41. Shimonoseki. (In Japanese)
LIN CHAO-CHI
1960 Shell mounds in southwest Taiwan and their geohistorical significance, Bulletin of the
Department of ArchaiOlogy and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, zS/z6:
49-94. (In Chinese)
TSUBOI KIYOTARI
1956 Feng-pi-t'ou: a prehistoric site in South Formosa that yielded painted and black pottery,
Proceedings of the Fourth Far Eastern Prehistory Cong1"eSS, Part I, Second Fasc., Sec. I,
277-302.
Field Work: East
KANASEKI TAKEo and KOKUBU NAOICHI
1957 Researches on a prehistoric site near Pei-nan, Formosa, The Journal of the Shimono-
seki College of Fisheries (Civic Science), 2, 47-65. Shimonoseki. (In Japanese)
KOKUBU NAOICHI
1957 Stone implements and ethnological objects found in Botel-Tobago island, TheJournalof
the Shimonoseki College of Fisheries (Civic Science), 2,35-41. Shimonoseki. (In Japanese)
Relationships: Ethnological and External
CHANG KWANG-CHIH
1954 Origins of the non-Malaysian elements in the primitive cultures of Taiwan, Taiwan
feng-t'u, zS8-z60. (In Chinese)
1957 On the 'Polynesian' complexes in Formosa, Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology,
Academia Sinica, 3, 89""99·
1958 On the shell-bead money complex in Formosa, the Pacific., and theNewWorld,Bulletin
of the Ethnological Society of China, 2, 53-133. (In Chinese)
CHEN CHI-LU
1959 Pottery-making and stone-boiling of the Vakon Ami, Bulletin of the Department of
ArchaJology and Anthropology, z3/z4, 125-127. (In Chinese) .
CHIAO CHIEN
1960 Report on flexed burials of formosan aborigines, Bulletin of the Department of ArchaJology
and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, zS/z6, 95-125. (In Chinese)
JEN HSIEN-MIN
1960 Ancient precious pottery of the Paiwan, Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology, Academia
Sinica, 9, 163-224. (In Chinese)
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LI YIH-YUAN
1957 On the platform-house found among some Pingpu tribes in Formosa, Bulletin of the
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica, 3, II7-144. (In Chinese)
LING MAN-LI
1960 Bark-cloth in Taiwan and the circum-Pacific areas, Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology,
Academia Sinica, 9, 313-360. (In Chinese)
LING SHUN-SHENG
1956 Patu found in Taiwan and other East Asiatic regions and its parallels found in Oceania
and America, Bulletin of the Department of Archteology and Anthropology, National
Taiwan University, 7, 1-22. (In Chinese)
1962 Stone bark cloth beaters of South China, Southeast Asia, and Central America, Bulletin
of the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica, 13: 195-219. (In Chinese)
MIYAMOTO NOBUTO
1956 A study of the relation between the existing Formosan aborigines and Stone Age remains
in Formosa, Proceedings of the Fourth Far Eastern Prehistory Congress, Part I, Second
Fascicle, Sec. I, 329-334.
1957 Problems on stone age remains in Formosa and their relationships with the modern
aborigines, Shigaku, 29(4), 65-77. Tokyo. (In Japanese)
SHIH LEI
1960 Pottery-making among the Ami, Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica,
10, 85-126. (In Chinese)
SUNG WEN-HSON
1957 Pottery making of the Botel-Tobago Yami, Bulletin of the Department of Archteology
and Anthropology, National Taiwan University, 9/10, 149-152. (In Chinese)
